
MONTECRISTO NO. 4                                                                    

Simply the most popular individual handmade cigar in the world. Its rich, tangy, medium to full flavour
acts as the benchmark for most smokers embarking on the journey to find their preferred Habano.

All prices are inclusive of VAT. A discretionairy service charge of 12.5%  will be added to your bill. 

MONTECRISTO PETIT NO.2                                            

Montecristo is created by the perfect mix of strength and flavour in the leaves that are
selected from the world renowned Vuelta Abajo region. Its unique blend creates a
medium to full flavoured experience that is ideal for the novice or aficionado alike.

HOYO DE MONTERREY PETIT ROBUSTO 

A little warmer, and slightly less sweet than it's big brother, the Petit Robusto throws you in the deep
end for all the right reasons, bringing the fuller leather backing to the forefront of the profile
immediately, before easing you into it's delicious toasty finish.

COHIBA SIGLO I 

Modest in stature yet rewarding in taste, the Siglo I fits perfectly before a meal. 
A creamy sweetness to begin with, following with beany mocha flavours and a 
medium tobacco taste.

ROMEO Y JULIETA WIDE CHURCHILLS 

Launched in 2010, it sets the standard for heavy gauged, medium bodied smokes across the board.
Delightfully toasty despite it’s thickness, with a subtle dry tannin and mineral to begin with, the cigar’s
intensely leathery note remains present throughout. 

ROMEO Y JULIETA PURITOS AUS 

Romeo y Julieta is one of the leading cigar factories in Cuba and the gold coins in the
branding are instantly recognisable worldwide. The puritos size gives you that extra
smoking time that for longer breaks and the medium strength of the Romeo Julieta
tobacco makes them an ideal daytime smoke.

C I G A R  M E N U
Available daily from 8 pm when dining in the garden decking area


